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ABSTRACT
COSMIC GRAIN SIZE EVOLUTION
MAY 1988
CHARLES A. FIELD, B.A., CENTRAL CONNECTICUT STATE COLLEGE
M.A. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Dr. Robert L. Dickman
This thesis presents a qualitative and quantitative discussion of
the major processes determining dust grain size in dark clouds at low
temperatures, ~ 20 K . This Involves the setting up of two equations
for grain growth processes, accretion, and coagulation, and two
equations for grain size diminution, namely photodesorptlon and
catastrophic colllsional fragmentation, the latter being embodied in
the equation for coagulation as a function of turbulent velocity. The
grain size rate equations are constrained by two supplementary
relations which express the conservation of dust grain material and
accreting gas-phase species. The result is a set of three coupled
equations for the mean grain radius, the number density of accreting
species, and the number density of the grains themselves. A computer
program was coded (Dickman 1988) to yield an extended plot for each
quantity as a function of time, for each process, at finite time
Increments, At. Processes such as thermal evaporation which are
relatively unimportant at typical dark cloud temperatures are not
considered. Model input parameters can be varied over a wide range to
exhibit their Influence on grain size evolution. In the framework of
iy
our analysis there appears to be a progressive Increase In mean
ensemble grain size with no Indication of an Intermediate steady-state
size.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The existence of small dielectric dust particles in the
interstellar medium is evident from the wavelength dependence of
extinction. The size scale of these particles includes the visible
wavelength range. As study continued it became clear that the
properties of dust grains in our Galaxy were less uniform in regions of
high absorption, as shown by large values of the ratio of total to
selective extinction.
Processes resulting in both grain growth and size diminution bear
directly on the study of the interstellar medium. Here we consider
giant gravitationally bound molecular clouds conducive to the formation
of stars. Due to the marked reduction of visible light in these dense
clouds, extinctions must be determined at much longer wavelengths than
utilized in more diffuse regions. In order to compare these results
with data from other sources it is usual to convert an observation to
its equivalent value in the visible. This requires knowledge of the
ratio of total to selective extinction, which depends upon dust grain
size (Carrasco, Strom and Strom 1973) (3). Secondly, and related to
this, is the method of estimating cloud masses by the use of tracer
molecules such as CO (Dickman 1978) (4). These are calibrated via
extinction measurements over a range of extinction values. A pivotal
concern is that if the gas to extinction ratio varies systematically
1
2with extinction, as would occur with grain growth processes, then such
a procedure for the estimation of mass is open to question.
Both the extinction conversion and mass estimates are thus strongly
dependent on the condition that the mean dust grain size in dense
molecular clouds is constant and equal to its value in the diffuse
parts of the interstellar medium. The results of observation, while
not clear cut, do not tend to bear this out (Carrasco, Strom and Strom
1973) (3). This implies that a theoretical treatment of grain growth
is of some value. Also, there does not appear to be a recent analysis
of the grain size problem for molecular clouds which treats all
processes which can result in grain growth and size diminution.
This thesis addresses this problem in a very approximate fashion
and considers the major processes which determine grain size.
CHAPTER 2
GRAIN GROWTH PROCESSES
It is believed that there is a continuum of dust grain sizes in the
interstellar medium. Due to the complexity of the subject, we consider
the evolution of a mixture of grain sizes which is simply described by
use of an ensemble-averaged radius, <a> , hereafter simply a, and we
treat this quantity as a unique single radius in our calculation. The
error resulting from setting a = <a> is expected to be quite small
under most circumstances.
In this chapter we consider under separate headings two major
processes that result in grain growth. Chapter 2 deals with the
processes resulting in a reduction of grain size.
2.1 Accretion
This grain growth process results from the adherence of ambient gas
atoms or molecules to the surface of grains, particularly at active
regions on the grains. Here the time rate of change of the grain
radius is given by (Spitzer 1968) (11).
da
dt
= y n. n. (t) A. m,„ v./4p ... (2.1)
^ i i 1 H2 1 m
where the subscript 1 refers to the separate accreting species,
in our
case C, N, and 0 and possibly CO. (Molecular hydrogen and helium have
3
4polarizabilities too small to permit them to stick to grains warmer
than =5 K and are thus ignored here.) The factor = 7.46 is the
effective mass of these species in units of m^2 (which includes He)
obtained by taking their atomic mass numbers weighted against their
relative abundances. (Greenberg 1973) (7). In the above n^(t) is
the time dependent number density of the accreting atoms, the
sticking coefficient taken as 1.00 for our species (Lang 1980) (8),
with that for atomic hydrogen considered negligible due to its high
mobility. The mass density of the volatile mantle is denoted by p^,
and v^ is the effective velocity of the accreting atoms.
The derivation of (equation 2.1) is easily understood. With
subscript "acc" referring to the accreting particles, the particle flux
-2 -1
intercepted by a grain is v n (t) cm s and the grain
2
accretes r]-na v n (t) particles per second, spread evenly
acc acc
over the entire grain surface. This results in a mass increase per
second of
dm , , 2 , ,
— = nA' m TTa V n (t)
dt H2 acc acc
where
4 3
m = — TTa p
3 TTl
and by the chain rule
^ = nA' V n (t)/4p .... (2.2)dt H2 acc acc m
Now we consider the total grain mass
4 3
_^ 4 ,3 3.
m = - TTa P + - TTp (a -a )
gr 3 c c 3 m c
5where the subscript c refers to the refractory core. Since the first
term Is constant we have
dm
_
2 da
dt m dt
which again yields equation (2.2) in which
/ 2 ^ 2,1^
ace turb K'^ (2.3)
where Vj^ Is the gas kinetic velocity of the accreting atoms and
^turb turbulent velocity of both grains and atoms. We have
%2
and k is Boltzmann's Constant.
We note here that the initial abundance n (0) of C, N, and 0
acd * *
-4
atoms is assumed to be 7.8 x 10 '^2' ^^^^^ number
density of hydrogen molecules in the model cloud. These values
correspond to mean cosmic abundances (Allen 1973) (1).
To describe the depletion of the accreting ambient atoms we note
2 -3-1
that each grain accretes rnia v n atoms cm s , so that
° acc acc
^^cc 2 (2.4)
= - n ira V n n ....
dt acc acc gr
Grains cannot grow indefinitely by accretion of volatile mantle,
due to the limited supply of accreting atoms. Qualitative analysis by
itself Indicates that in this case the mantle grows to a static steady
6state size which, if other processes are not involved, is stable. That
is, as the accreting particles are depleted, the rate of increase of
the grain radius decreases; the accretion curve thus tends to become
horizontal. Further, due to the relatively low temperature of
molecular clouds, accretion is treated here only for neutral atoms, but
for positive ions the case may be quite different.
The origin of the seed particles on which a mantle is accreted has
been attributed to red giants. Also, the discovery of grains in the
atmospheres and circumstellar envelopes of cool, evolved stars points
to these objects as possible sites, and the dispersal of grains into
interstellar space could be driven by radiation pressure (Martin 1978)
(10).
In adopting an initial refractory core size on which the mantle is
accreted we note (Watson 1974) (13) that a mixture of graphite, iron,
o o o
and silicate grains of respective sizes 450 A to 700 A, 200 A, and
1500 1 can explain the observed "normal" extinction curve. We take
500 A as the initial size for silicate grains (Wickramasingh and Nandy
1970 a, b) (15) - (16).
2.2 Coagulation
A second process which by itself results in grain growth is the
coagulation of grains. Lefevre (1974) (9) notes that for grains of
500
A radius coagulation is important on a time scale greater
than 10
years, and can occur contemporaneously with the accretion
of heavy
7elements on grains. Also, the presence of electrically charged grains
can significantly modify the process of grain coagulation.
In treating coagulation we assume that the Knudsen number, the
ratio of the mean free path of the grains to the grain radius, exceeds
10, which is certainly the case for the interstellar medium.
In deriving the rate equation for this process we note that the
time between the collision of two grains is
t 1 = l/(n o V ). This leads to
coll gr gr gr
2dn
_
rn rn 2 /o cn
coll
Here n is the number density of grains, and we Introduce e for the
binary sticking efficiency factor, and f; for the factor by which the
geometrical cross section is enhanced due to the van der Waals force.
We now compare this with Lefevre's published equation
dn
,
, K .1$ 2 CO A^= _ —
—
) ^ , (2.6)
dt p
where y is the coefficient that takes into account the van der Waals
force. Taking the grains' thermal velocity
gr
with
4 3
m = — na p
gr i
8where p Is mean density of the grain and m is the grain's mass, we
have from equation (2.5)
dT 2~ ••• • (2.7)
Here p is the grains' density.
Comparison of equation (2.7) with equation (2.6) indicates that
~
lf> (2.8)
which indicates that Lefevres' y is basically the product of e(<l) and
r.(>l). A graph of y versus Q/kT, where Q has the dimension of energy
and is related to the binding energy is given in Fig. 2.1 (Green and
Lane 1957) (6).
1.6--
1.4--
1.2-
1.0
2012 16
Q/kT
Fig. 2.1. Relationship between y ^^e van der Waals parameter
Q/kT.
9We now consider the thermal velocity of the grains, v^.^, in the
above equations.
''th ^ ••• • (2.9)
Here m is the grain mass. Evaluating equation (2.9) at T =20
k
K, and m^^ = 10 gms yields v^^ = 2 cm s"""". This is
negligible compared to the turbulent velocity in molecular clouds which
may exceed a few tenths of a km s ; hence we neglect the thermal
velocity in our treatment of grain coagulation. Application of v
turb
to equation (2.6) gives
(^) = _ ,a^n ... . (2.10)
at turb gr
coag
The van der Waals attractive force predominates in coagulation,
especially for small grains. It should be noted that a high turbulent
velocity can Inhibit coagulation. On the other hand, if coagulation is
excessive, grains may tend to become "fluffy" aggregates where
collisional shattering will dominate (Martin 1978) (10).
Grain coagulation can be enhanced in a radiation field, a fact
which has been speculated on in the context of the formation of the
Galaxy. This arises from the fact each grain reduces the radiation
density on neighboring particles in its shadow, resulting in an
attractive force. The radiation field tends to impel grains towards
each other with a force in the order of only 10 dynes which i
quite negligible in the present context. (Wesson 1973) (14).
CHAPTER 3
GRAIN EROSION PROCESSES
3.1 Photodesorptlon
The first process resulting in grain size diminution we consider is
ultraviolet photodesorptlon. This involves the ejection of molecules
from a grain surface by the absorption of the energy of an incident
photon and is a quantum mechanical effect. It becomes effective when
the photon's energy E = hv ^ D where D is the binding energy of the
molecule to the grain surface. From Table 3.1 (Martin 1978) (10) we
see that for carbon monoxide CO the desorption energy D/k " 1000 K,
equivalent to only 0.13 eV.
Table 3.1
Experimental and Estimated Desorption Energies (K)
Surface
Species
H^O CO2 CO H2 'Dirty' graphite 'Regular inert'
H 690 640 280 (100) 785
800 800 350 100 980
CO (2500) 1950 1000
H^O 6200 (1000-2000)
C.N.O. (800-1200)
11
12
In uv photodesorptlon we consider photons in the approximate range
o O
of 1000 A to 2000 A with a mean energy of 8.3 e.v. Since the binding
energy of molecules is on the order of 1 ev, the photon energy is more
than adequate for ejection. But initially, when the number of accreted
molecules is less than a monolayer, the probability of photodesorptlon
is quite small; we can ignore this fact.
The uv flux at a visual extinction of A is u ce~^\
V o
u -2 -1photons cm s
,
where u^ is the uv photon number density and r
is the ratio of the uv extinction to the extinction in the visible. A
2 -rAgrain receives (iia ) u^ce v photons per second. We let h' be
the quantum yield for uv photoejection of CO molecules (Greenberg 1973)
(7) and have
dn
-rA
(-17^) = + ita^h'u one \m"^ s""^ . . . . (3.1)
P.D.
2 -rA
Also, there are (Tia )h* u^ ce v molecules ejected per second
with a rate of mass loss
dm .
,
2
^ ~ A
"..o u ch'edt H2 o
Since
A 3 3 4 3
m = — Tip (a -a )+ — irp
3 m c 3 c
where subscript c refers to the core, and since
dm , 2 da '^^v
= 4 7T a — e
dt dt
13
and therefore
da
^ 1 dm
^ _
A'm^^^a^h'u^ce
/,_2^ dtATTa 4TTa p_
m
leading to
-rA
A'm„„u h'ce ^
^dt^ ZTl^ "^^i s ... . (.3.2)
P.D. m
For values of the parameters we take r = 2.5, and u = 4 x 10
o
-3 °-l
ergs cm A
, based on Table 3.2 (Spitzer 1978) (12).
Table 3.2
Energy Density of Ultraviolet Radiation
17
o
A(1000)A 2-3 1.7 1.5 1-1.4 0.98 0.93
UA(10~"'"^erg cm~^ 3.0 7.1 11. 8.5 7.5 2.9
This leads to
-rA
= _ 2.48 X 10'^^ e . . . . (3.3)
P.D.
Three principal mechanisms are proposed for the photodesorption of
physisorbed and chemisorbed particles as follows:
14
(i) Excitation of the underlying surface and transfer of the
excitation energy to the adsorbed molecule.
(ii) Excitation of an electron of the adsorbed particle at the
grain surface by a photon such that the adsorbed particle finds itself
in an antibonding state.
(iii) An adsorbed molecule is excited into a higher electronic
state by a photon and returns to the ground electronic state in an
excited rotational level with some of the internal energy converted
into translational energy away from the surface by collision with
surface atoms. Mechanism (iii) occurs only for adsorbed molecules and
to date no atoms have ever been observed to be photodesorbed (Barlow
1978) (2) in this way.
3.2 Collisional Fragmentation
A second process of some significance in grain size diminution is
catastrophic collissional fragmentation. Because the simple
fragmentation model developed here leads to rates of grain size and
number change which are dimensionally identical to those obtained in
our treatment of coagulation, fragmentation is here treated by
combining it with the coagulation rate. In fragmentation a grain is,
in general, shattered into a larger central fragment accompanied by a
large number of smaller fragments (Figure 3.2). (Dohanyi 1978) (5).
15
Particle Dynamics
Catastrophic collision
Fig. 3.1. Types of grain collisions.
In our simplified model we consider the product grains to be all
identical in size and apply kinetic theory with a derivation similar to
that for coagulation with turbulent velocity, yielding
A = + c'Tia^n n V ^ ... (3. A)
dt , gr turbfrag
where is the fraction of collisions resulting in disruption and n is
the number of resulting equal-sized fragments.
16
This results in a corresponding change in effective radius
)3 ••• (3.5)
for n > 1 and a
-
Aa > a(0). Combining equation (3.4) with equation
(2.10) we have for the combined effect of coagulation and fragmentation
from equations (2.8) and (2.9)
coag frag turn gr
since
/^-df) 3- (3.7)
coag frag coag frag
Insertion of the values of ^ from equations (2.10) and (3.4) and
simplifying,
Mt^ - - (C TTn - 4u y) v a n . (3.8)
coag+frag
Catastrophic fragmentation is most evident where there is a high
relative velocity among grains; Impact speeds greater than 10 km s"''"
can liberate enough energy to completely vaporize the smaller impacting
particle. Here we deal with a considerably lower velocity no greater
than 0.3 km s a value appropriate to most regions In molecular
clouds
.
CHAPTER 4
COMPUTER INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
The equations for grain growth and diminution derived in Chapters 2
and 3 have been coded by R.L. Dickman 1988 (4) (Appendix A) and run by
the student on a VAX computer. The resulting values of the grain
radius a(t), and number density of such grains n^^Ct), and the number
density of the accretable gas
—
phase particles n (t), are plotted
acc ^
on a laser printer for constant finite time intervals t.
In addition to a(t), n ^(t), n (t) and A (t)/A (o) aregr acc V V
plotted. Under the constraint of mass conservation per unit volume the
number density of grains n^^Ct) at time t is inversely proportional
to the mass per grain. If N is the total grain mass per cubic
centimeter then
4 3
n^^(t) = M/- TTa p . (4.1)
By mass conservation N is constant.
The ratio, A (t)/A (o), of the visible extinction after a time
V V
t to that of the initial extinction at t = 0 of bare uncoagulated
grains is essentially a function of n or N , the column density6 gr gr
2
of dust grains. From A = a Q N and equation 4.1 we have& V V gr ^
by division
A (t)
A^(o) l/a(t) ...
(^-2^
which is seen to decrease with grain size and to approach a constant as
time increases, as seen in Figure (4.14).
17
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These equations are simultaneously integrated with respect to time
using an elementary finite difference technique subject to the
conditions a(t = 0) = a
,
n(t = 0) = n^, and n (t = 0) = n .o ac ac
4.1 Input Parameters
Basic Cloud Constants:
(1) Effective Mass (includes He) [9]: 0.40000E-23
(2) H2 Number Density [cm**-3]: 1000.000
(3) Fractional Abundance of Accretable Species: O.lOOOOE-02
(4) Gas Kinetic Temperature [K]: 20.00
(5) Turbulent Velocity [km/s]: 0.10
Basic ISM Constants:
(1) Dust to Gas Mass Ratio: .01000
(2) Mean UV Energy Density [erg cm**-3]: 0.12200E-12
(3) Ratio of Mean UV to Visual Extinction: 2.50
Model Parameters:
(1) Grain Core Radius, a^ [units of 100 A]: 5.000
(2) Mass Density of Grain Core [g cm**-3]: 1.00
(3) Mass Density of Accreted Grain Mantle (g cm**-3]: 1.00
(4) Mean Mass of All Accreting Species [units of H2 mass]: 9.00
(5) Coagulation Efficiency/Cross-Section Enhancement Factor: 2.00
(6) Accretion Sticking Efficiency: 0.800
(7) Mean Photodesorption Yield Factor [1]: O.lOOOOE+01
(8) Mean Visual Extinction to Cloud Edge [mag]: 3.50
(9) Coagulation Rate Index: 0.000
4.2 Output Plots
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4.2. Mean Ensemble Grain Radius.
Coagulation rate index 2.000.
Gas kinetic temperature [K] 20.00.
Turbulent velocity [km s~^] 0.10.
Mean photodesportion yield factor 1.000,
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Fig. 4.3. Mean Ensemble Grain Radius
Coagulation rate index 2.000.
Gas kinetic temperature [K] 20.00.
Turbulent velocity [Km s~l] 0.10.
Mean photodesorption yield factor 10~^.
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Fig. 4.4. Mean Ensemble Grain Radius.
Coagulation rate index 2.000.
Gas kinetic temperature [K] 10.00.
Turbulent velocity [Km s"^] 0.10.
Mean photodes orption yield factor 10
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Fig. 4.5. Mean Ensemble Grain Radius.
Coagulation rate index 2.000.
Gas kinetic temperature [K] 20.00.
Turbulent velocity [Km s~l] 0.30.
Mean photodes orption yield 10~^.
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4.6. (irain Number Density
Coagulation rate index 0.000.
Gas kinetic temperature fK] 20.00.
Turbulent velocity [Km s"M 0.10.
Mean photodesorpt ion yield factor 1.000.
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4.7. Grain Number Density.
Coagulation rate index 2.000.
Gas kinetic temperature [K] 20.00.
Turbulent velocity [Km s"^] 0.10.
Mean photodesorption yield factor 1.000,
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Fig. 4.8. Grain Number Density.
Coagulation rate index 2.000.
Gas kinetic temperature [K] 20.00.
Turbulent velocity [Km s~^] 0.10.
Mean photodesorption yield factor 10"^.
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4.9. Grain Number Density.
Coagulation rate index 2.000.
Gas kinetic temperature [K] 14.00.
Turbulent velocity [Km s~^] 0.10.
Mean photodesorption yield factor 10~^,
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Fig. 4.10. Grain Number Density.
Coagulation rate index 2.000.
Gas kinetic temperature [K] 41.00.
Turbulent velocity [Km s~^] 0.30.
Mean photodesorption yield factor 10~^.
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Fig. 4.11. Relative Extinction of a Dust Column Relative to a
Column of Bare Uncoagulated Grains.
Coagulation rate index 0.000.
Gas kinetic temperature [K] 20.00.
Turbulent ve locity [Km s-^] 0.10.
Mean photodesorption yield factor 10~^.
Mean visual extinction to cloud edge 3.50.
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Fig. 4.12. Relative Extinction of a Dust Column Relative to a
Column of Bare Uncoagulated Grains.
Coagulation rate index 2.000.
Gas kinetic temperature [K] 20.00.
Turbulent velocity [Km s~^] 0.10.
Mean photodesorption yield 10~^.
Mean visual extinction to cloud edge 3.50.
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Fig. 4.13. Relative Extinction of a Dust Column Relative to a
Column of Bare Uncoagulated Grains.
Coagulation rate index 2.000.
Gas kinetic temperature [K] 14.00.
Turbulent velocity [Km s~M 0.10.
Mean photodesorption yield factor 10~^.
Mean visual extinction to cloud edge 3.50.
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Fig. 4.14. Relative Extinction of a Dust Column Relative to a
Column of Bare Uncoagulated Grains.
Coagulation rate index 2.000.
Gas kinetic temperature [K] 14.00.
Turbulent velocity [Km s~^] 0.10.
Mean photodesorption yield factor 1.000.
Mean visual extinction to cloud edge 10.00.
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Fig. 4.15. Relative Extinction of a Dust Column Relative to a
Column of Bare Uncoagulated Grains.
Coagulation rate index 2.000.
Gas kinetic temperature [K] 14.00.
Turbulent velocity [km s~^] 0.30.
Mean photodesorption yield factor 10~^.
Mean visual extinction to cloud edge 3.50.
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^\.\b. Mean Density of Accreting Species
Mean photodesorption yield factor 1.000.
(Joagulation rate index 2.000.
Gas kinetic temperature [K] 20.00.
Turbulent velocity [Km s"
'
] 0.10.
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Fig, ^1.17. Number Density of Accreting Species.
Mean pliotodesor pt ion yield factor 10"^.
Coagulation rate index 2.000.
Gas kinetic temperature [K] 20.00.
Turbulent velocity [Km s~M 0.10.
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
The plots in Figures 4.1 to 4.5 display the growth of the grain
o
radius in units of 100 A for 5 cases. The calculations followed the
grains over a period of 30 x 10 years. In our model the grain size
does not settle down to a steady state size, determined by a balance of
grain growth and diminution processes. Rather, as can be seen by the
above plots with varying input parameters, there is in all cases a
monotonic increase in the mean ensemble grain radius accompanied by a
corresponding decrease in grain number density (Figures 4.6 to 4.10);
this is evident under the constraint of mass conservation per unit
volume, which is required for a static cloud.
The choice of input parameters has its effect on grain growth.
Here we note that an increase in mean grain radius accompanies a
decrease in the photodesorption yield factor as is evident from Figures
4.2 and 4.3. Also in our analysis an increase in turbulent velocity
tends to increase the grain size as grain contact becomes more
frequent. This is conducive to coagulation. Further, a decrease in
the photodesorption yield factor does not affect the number density of
grains, as in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. From Figures 4.9 and 4.10 we see
that a high turbulent velocity results in a decreased grain number
density due to coagulation.
Our thesis also considers the relative extinction of a dust column
relative to a column of bare uncoagulated grains, as plotted in Figures
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in
4.11 to 4.15. We note a significant change from Figure 4.11 to 4.12
engendered by a change in the coagulation index rate from 0.000 to
2.000. From Figure 4.13 it appears that temperature has negligible
effect. From Figure 4.14 we also note that if the mean visual
extinction to cloud edge is raised to 10.00 there appears no change
the ratio Av(t)/Av(0). This is because coagulation processes dominate
this ratio at long times. Finally, in the above growth processes the
accretable ambient atomic species are in all cases rapidly depleted, as
shown in Figures 4.16 and 4.17.
As an overview of the results of our analysis indicating a
monotonic grain growth we note that only a few major contributing
factors have been considered in our model. Other processes such as
thermal evaporation given for example in Appendix B, also affect the
grain size, but in this case for temperatures below 20 K it is
negligible, which is the case for a cold dark interstellar cloud.
Hence our treatment of integrating a few rate equations appears to be
adequate.
APPKNDIX A
Computer Program
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CHARACTER*! ANS
C
cC CALCULATES DUST GRAIN RADIUS AS A FUNCTION OF TIME IN THE PRESENCE OF C
C 1. Accretion. ^
C 2. Photodesorption of accreted species.
C 3. Coagulation.
C ^
C SUBJECT TO MASS CONSERVATION PER UNIT VOLUME (STATIC CLOUD) r
C ' ^
c
I
C THE GRAIN ENSEMBLE IS DESCRIBED AS CONSISTING OF PARTICLES OF SINGLE C
C SIZE, A P
= c
C THERE ARE THREE RELATED QUANTITIES OF INTEREST HERE: c
C THEY ARE DENOTED BY THE SYMBOLS SHOWN r
= c
C (i) The mean ensemble grain radius, YA(t) [cm] q
C (ii) The number density of such grains, YXN(t) [cm**-3]
. c
C (iii) The number density of accretable gas-phase particles, c
C YXNACC(t)
' C
C »> THESE GRAINS HAVE A HARD SILICATE/ GRAPHITE CORE OF RADIUS AO C
C WHOSE SIZE CANNOT BE CHANGED. C
c c
c
c
C THE VALUES OF YA(t) AND YXN (t) ARE SOLVED FOR AT SUCESSIVE TIMES BY C
C FINITE DIFFERENCES; THE VALUE OF XNACC(t) IS DETERMINED BY THE MASS C
C CONSERVATION CONDITION. C
C C
C THE PROGRAM ALSO CALCULATES THE RELATIVE EXTINCTION OF A DUST COLUMN C
C RELATIVE TO A COLUMN OF BARE, UNCOAGULATED GRAINS: YAREL(t) C
C CODED BY R. L. Dickman, 1/21/88 C
C C
DIMENSION TIME (20001) ,A(20001) ,XN(20001) , XNACC (20001 ) ,AREL(20001)
COMMON /CONSTANTS/ NSTEPS , TSTEP , Al , A2 , A3 , Bl , CI , C2 , C3 , AO , XNO , XNACCO
# , RHOO , RHO , KWRITE , XMH2 , APRIME , AV, VTURB, XNH2 , CZ
OPEN (10, FILE = ' GRAINS. OUT' , STATUS=' NEW' )
REWIND (10)
LINE = 0
2 LINE = LINE + 1
CALL SETUP
C C
C WRITE HEADER TO FILE "GRAINS . OUT" . THERE IS ONE HEADER PER C
C CALCULATION. C
WRITE (10, 471) LINE
471 FORMAT ( 16, 2X, 'FIRST LINE GIVES : LINE* , AV, VTURB, AO, XNACCO , XNO,
'
#,'XNH2 OF THE MODEL RUN')
LINE = LINE + 1
WRITE (10, 470) LINE
LINE = LINE + 1
470 F0RMAT(I6)
WRITE (10, 472) LINE, AV, VTURB, AO, XNACCO, XNO , XNH2
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LINE = LINE + 1
472 F0RMAT(I6,2X,F6.2,2X,F6.2,2X,F8.3,3(2X,E12 5))WRITE (10, 470) LINE
LINE = LINE + 1
C
C SET INITIAL VALUES ^
C C
C VARIABLES STORED AND WRITTEN TO DISK ARE: A, XN, XNACC, AREL TIME CC VARIABLES COMPUTED AT EACH TIME STEP ARE: YA, Y^N, YXN^CC YAReJ c
C
A(l) = AO
XN(1) = XNO
XNACC (1) = XNACC
0
AREL(I) = 1.00
YA = AO
YXN = XNO
YXNACC = XNACCO
YAREL =1.00
C
C THE FACTOR Q DEPENDS UPON THE DENSITY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MANTLE&CORE C
c
c
C THE CONSTANT ACCRETION FACTOR A4 ARISES AS A COAGULATION TERM Q
C DEPENDING ON THE NON-ZERO NATURE OF Q n
= c
PI = 3.141592654
Q = (RHOO - RHO) /RHO
A4 = A2 * AO * AO * AO * Q
COREFLAG =0.
IDEBUG = 0
C
C LOOP TO COMPUTE GRAIN GROWTH
C
C
JCTR = 0
KLIM = NSTEPS/KWRITE
KCT = 1
C
C THE FOLLOWING ESTIMATES THE RATIO OF MAXIMUM ACCRETION RATE TO PHOTO-
C DESORPTION RATE, AND NEGLECTS BOTH PROCESSES IN THE GROWTH
C CALCULATION IF PHOTODESORPTION DOMINATES. A "PAD" OF 2%
C IS ALSO INSERTED....
C
c
PAD = 0.001
PPAD = 0.001
THRESH = 1 + PAD
BB = A3
IF(A3.EQ.O.) BB = l.E-9
RAT = Al * XNACCO / BB
FTHRESH = l.E-10
a20 = a2
DO 10 K = 1,NSTEPS
GGG = 1.
ACTEST = ABS (YXNACC-XNACCO)
IF ( (ACTEST.LT. PPAD) .AND. (RAT. LT. THRESH) ) GGG = 0.
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C
C
C
DAI = Al * YXNACC * GGG
TF(CZ.EQ.O.) GO TO 3
COAGULATION RATE HERE ADJUSTED TO DEPEND INVERSELY ON GRAIN SIZE !
FACTO = (AO/YA) **CZ
IF (FACTO. LT.FTHRESH) FACTO = 0.
IF( (FACTO. LT.O. ) .OR. (FACTO. GT.l.) ) WRITE(* 607)
607 FORMAT (2X,'—* WARNING
! GRAIN COAGULATION RATE IS GARBAGED
# ' EXECUTION HALTED. FIX THIS, YOU TURKEY •') !
,
IF ( (FACTO. LT.O. ) .OR. (FACTO. GT.l.) ) STOP
A2 = A20 * FACTO
C
C END ADJUSTMENT FOR SIZE-DEPENDENT COAGULATION
C
3 CONTINUE
DA2 = A2 * YXN * YA * YA * YA
DA3 = -1 . * A3 * GGG
DA4 = A4 * YXN
DA = DAI + DA2 + DA4
C
C THE FOLLOWING TESTS INSURES THAT ONLY GRAINS WITH MANTLES
C ARE CAPABLE OF SHRINKING VIA PHOTODESORPTION
C
IF (YXNACC. LT.XNACCO) DA = DA + DA3
C
C TEST FOR ACCRETION/PHOTODESORPTION — ASSUMES NO PHOTODESTRUCTION
C OF COAGULATED DUST GRAIN PAIRS TO BE POSSIBLE
C
DXN = - 3 . *YXN*DA2/YA
C
C CALCULATE CHANGES DXNACC ARISING FROM COAGULATION AND PHOTO-
C DESORPTION FROM THEIR COUNTERPART TERMS IN DA.
C THIS INVOLVES MULTIPLICATION BY A FACTOR - (4
.
pi . a* *2 . xn . rho/aprime
. xmh2)
C
FACTOR = -4
. *RHO*PI*YA*YA*YXN/ (APRIME*XMH2)
C
C THE NUMERICAL CORRECTION l.E-26 ACCOUNTS FOR UNITS...
C
FACTOR = l.E-26 * FACTOR
IF (YXNACC. LT.XNACCO) GO TO 6
C
C IF HERE, GRAINS ARE BARE, EVEN IF COAGULATED. PHOTO-DESORPTION
C CAN NO LONGER OPERATE. ADJUST ACCORDINGLY...
C
DXNACC = FACTOR * DAI
GO TO 8
6 DXNACC = FACTOR* (DAI + DA3)
8 YA = YA + DA
YXN = YXN + DXN
YXNACC = YXNACC + DXNACC
IF (YXNACC. LT.O. ) YXNACC = 0.
IF (YA.LT.AO) YA = AO
C
C
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C THE NEXT TERM PREVENTS OVERSHOOT OF ACCRETERS IN GAS PHASEC PHYSICALLY, THIS TERM CAN BE VIEWED AS ANOTHER CONSEQUENCe'C OF THE PRESENCE OF REFRACTORY GRAIN CORES
C TO CORRECT FOR THIS, YOU MUST ENLARGE THE GRAINS BY THE
C AMOUNT THAT YXNACC IS CORRECTED. NOTE' i i
C WHAT FOLLOWS IS SECOND ORDER IN DA ONLY i i i
'
C SECOND ORDER:
C
C
C
DACOR = 0.5* (-YA+SQRT (YA*YA+ (APRIME*XMH2*DELNACC) / (PI*RHO*YA*YA)
) )
DELNACC = YXNACC - XNACCO
DACOR=0 .5* (-YA+SQRT (YA*YA+ (APRIME*XMH2*DELNACC/ (PI*RHO*YA*YA)
# GGG " '
IF (YXNACC. GT. XNACCO) YA = YA + DACOR
IF (YXNACC. GT. XNACCO) YXNACC = XNACCO
IF(YA.GE.AO) GO TO 7
C
C
C »»> SPECIAL DEBUGGING CODE !!!!!! «««
C
COREFLAG - 1.0
KKSTEP = K
WRITE (*, 764) KKSTEP
764 FORMAT (2X,' ***** Terminating calculation early - hit core !'
#' on step: ' , 16, /)
GO TO 18
C
C »>» END SPECIAL DEBUGGING CODE «<«
C
7 CONTINUE
YAREL = YA*YA*YXN/ (A(l) *A(1) *XN(1) )
JCTR = JCTR + 1
IF (JCTR.LT.KWRITE) GO TO 10
C
C WRITE VALUES TO ARRAYS AND TO DISK
C
KCT = KCT + 1
TIME(KCT) = TSTEP*FLOAT(K) / (3.155760E7*1.D6)
A (KCT) = YA
XN(KCT) = YXN
XNACC(KCT) = YXNACC
AREL(KCT) = YAREL
WRITE (10, 100) LINE, TIME (KCT) , A (KCT) , XN (KCT) , XNACC (KCT) , AREL (KCT)
LINE = LINE + 1
WRITE (*, 678) KCT, facto
678 FORMAT (2X, 'WROTE RESULTS AT STEP ',I8,2x,' FACTO = ',E10.5)
JCTR = 0
10 CONTINUE
18 continue
if (coreflag.ne.O. ) nsteps = kkstep
WRITE (*, 999)
999 FORMAT (2X, 'COMPLETED GROWTH LOOP.',///////////////////////)
NLARGE = NSTEPS/ (KWRITE)
100 FORMAT(I6,2X,F7.2,2X,4 (E12.5,2X)
)
WRITE (10, 470) LINE
A4
LINE = LINE + 1
WRITE (*, 942)
942 FORMAT (5X,'» DO YOU WANT TO DO ANOTHER CALCULATION -> «'
# ///,5X,'» ANSWER "Y" OR "N" «' /////)
READ(*,943) ANS ' ;
943 FORMAT (A)
IF((ANS.EQ.'Y')
.OR. (ANS.EQ.'y )) GO TO 2
CLOSE (10)
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE SETUP
CHARACTER*! ANS
COMMON /CONSTANTS/ NSTEPS , TSTEP , Al , A2 , A3 , Bl , CI , C2 , C3 , AO , XNO XNACCO#,RHO0,RHO,KWRITE,XMH2,APRIME,AV,VTURB,XNH2,CZ
u U,
PI = 3.141592654
CALL SETCLOUD (XMH2, XNH2 , XACCO , TKIN, VTURB)
550 CONTINUE
WRITE(*,900)
900 FORMAT (2X, /////)
WRITE (*, 901)
901 FORMAT (2X,
' SET-UP PARAMETERS FOR GRAIN GROWTH COMPUTATION' //i
WRITE (*, 902) '
902 FORMAT (5X, 'BASIC CLOUD CONSTANTS:',/)
WRITE (
* , 903 ) XMH2 , XNH2 , XACCO , TKIN , VTURB
903 FORMAT (2X,
' (1) H2 Effective Mass (includes He) [g] :
# E12 . 5, /, 2X, ' (2) H2 Number Density [cm**-3]: ', F8.3,/,2X,
# ' (3) Fractional Abundance of Accretable Species- '
# E12.5,/,2X
# '(4) Gas Kinetic Temperature [K] : ',F6.2,/,2X,
If '(5) Turbulent Velocity [km/s]: ',F6.2,/)
WRITE (*, 904)
904 FORMAT (///, 5X,
#'*** DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ANY OF THESE ? (Y\N) ****',/)
READ (*, 905) ANS
905 FORMAT (A)
IF ( (ANS.EQ. ' Y' ) .OR. (ANS.EQ. ' y' ) ) GO TO 1500
XNACCO = XACC0*XNH2
CALL SETISM(RDG,UBAR,R)
650 CONTINUE
WRITE (*, 906)
906 FORMAT (5X, 'BASIC ISM CONSTANTS:',/)
WRITE (*, 907) RDG,UBAR,R
907 FORMAT (2X, ' (1) Dust to Gas Mass Ratio: ',F6.5,/,2X,
#' (2) Mean UV Energy Density [erg cm**-3]:',
# E12.5,/,2X,
#' (3) Ratio of Mean UV to Visual Extinction: ',F6.2,/)
WRITE (*, 904)
READ (*, 90 5) ANS
IF ( (ANS.EQ. ' Y' ) .OR. (ANS.EQ. ' y' ) ) GO TO 1600
CALL SETMODE (AO , RHOO , RHO, APRIME , GAMMA, ETA, H, AV, CZ
)
750 CONTINUE
WRITE (* , 908)
908 FORMAT (5X, 'MODEL PARAMETERS:',/)
WRITE (* , 909) AO, RHOO, RHO, APRIME , GAMMA, ETA, H, AV, CZ
909 F0RMAT(2X,' (1) Grain Core Radius, aO [units of 100 A]: ',
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# F6.3,/,2X,
# ' (2) Mass Density of Grain Core [g cm**-3] ' F6 2 / 2X
# '(3) Mass Density of Accreted Grain Mantle [g'cm**-3]': ',F6.2
# ' <4) Mean Mass of All Accreting Species [units of H2 mass]: '
# r 5 . 2, / , 2X, '
# ' (5) Coagulation Ef ficiencyXCross-Section Enhancement Factor- '
# ,F6.2, /,2X, ' (6) Accretion Sticking Efficiency: ',F6.3,/,2X
# ' (7) Mean Photodesorption Yield Factor [<!]: ',E12 5 / 2X
'
# ' (8) Mean Visual Extinction to Cloud Edge [mag] : ',F6.2,/'2X
# '(9) Coagulation Rate Index :
'
, F6 . 3, // )
'
* ' '
'
WRITE (*, 904)
READ (*, 905) ANS
IF ( (ANS.EQ. ' Y' ) .OR. (ANS.EQ.
'
y'
) ) GO TO 1700
CALL SETCALC (NSTEPS, TSTEP , KWRITE)
850 CONTINUE
WRITE (*, 910)
DURA = FLOAT (NSTEPS) * TSTEP / ( 3 . 1 557 60E7 * 1 . D6
)
910 FORMAT (5X, 'CALCULATION PARAMETERS:',/)
WRITE(*, 911) NSTEPS, TSTEP, DURA, KWRITE
911 FORMAT (2X,
' (1) Number of Iterations: ',I8,/,2X,
$ '(2) Length of Single Time Step [s] : ',E12.5,//$,5X,'» Duration of Calculation = ',F6.2,' Myr. «',//
$ ,2X,' (3) INTERVAL TO WRITE TO DISK FILE: ',16,/)
WRITE (* , 904)
READ (*, 905) ANS
IF ( (ANS.EQ. ' Y' ) .OR. (ANS.EQ.
'
y'
) ) GO TO 1800
C
C NOW BEGIN EVALUATING THE CONSTANTS
C
C »»» N 0 T E : IT IS ASSUMED THAT RADIUS UNITS ARE 10**-6 cm
C GRAIN NUMBER DENSITY UNITS ARE 10**-8 cm**-3
C
BOLTZ = 1.3805E-16
PI = 3.141592654
VAC = SQRT (BOLTZ*TKIN/ (APRIME*XMH2) +VTURB*VTURB*1 .ElO)
Al = (TSTEP/1 .Ell) *ETA*APRIME*XMH2*VAC/ (4*RH0) *1E17
A2 = (TSTEP/1 .Ell) *4 . *GAMMA*SQRT(PI) *VTURB*1 .E-4/3.
C
C THE QUANTITY UBAR IS NOW DIVIDED BY THE MEAN PHOTON ENERGY -- ASSUMED
C THAT FOR A MEAN WAVELENGTH OF 1500 ANGSTROMS -- IN ORDER TO
C YIELD A PHOTON NUMBER DENSITY, UO
C
ENERGY = (6.62617E-27)* (2.998E10)/(1500.*l.E-8)
UO = UBAR / ENERGY
A3 = 1.E17* (TSTEP/l.Ell)*U0*2.998E10*H*APRIME*XMH2/(4.*RHO)
DRIP = R*AV
IF (DRIP.GT.25. ) THEN
DFC = 0.
ELSE
DFC = EXP (-DRIP)
ENDIF
A3 = A3 * DFC
Bl = (TSTEP/1 .Ell) * (1 .E-4) * (4 . *GAMMA*SQRT (PI) *VTURB)
C2 = (TSTEP/1. Ell) *ETA*PI*VAC*1 .E-9
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^
CI
= (TSTEP/l.Ell)*PI*H*U0*2.998E10*DFCn.E-9
C NOTE MULTIPLICATIVE FACTOR BELOW IS TO PUT THP TMTTtz^t r^o.xx,C IN THE REQUIRED UNITS OF 10--8 cm--I
^"^'^ ''"''^'^^
^
XNO
= ((3*RDG*XMH2*XNH2)/(4.*PI*A0*A0*A0*RHO0))
* 1
.
E8 * 1.E18
C WRITE OUT THE CONSTANTS FOR CORRECTION, INSPECTION AND DEBUGGING
WRITE(*,800)
800 FORMAT (////, 2X, ' **** RESULTS FOR CONSTANTS //)WRITE(*,801) A1,A2,A3 '
801 F0RMAT(2X,'A1 = ' , E9 . 4 , / , 2X, ' A2 = ' , E9 . 4, /, 2X, ' A3 = ' E9 4 /)WRITE(*,802) Bl ,hy.<i,/
802 F0RMAT(2X, 'Bl = ',E9.4,//)
WRITE(*,803) C1,C2,C3
803 F0RMAT(2X,'C1 = ' , E9 . 4 , / , 2X, ' C2 = ',E9.4,/,2X ' C3 = ' E9 4 //s87b WRlTE(*,80b) '*'/,^a, , . ,//)
805 FORMAT (2X, ' » TYPE "D" WHEN DONE EXAMINING ')
READ (*, 905) ANS
IF( (ANS.EQ.'D' ) .OR. (ANS.EQ.'d' ) ) RETURN
GO TO 875
C
C THIS SECTION OF SUBROUTINE CAN BE REACHED ONLY BY JUMPS
C THESE OCCUR WHEN USER WANTS TO MODIFY MODEL CONSTANTS/PARAMETERS
1500 CONTINUE
WRITE (*, 1501)
1501 FORMAT (2X, 'Which Number?',/)
READ (*, 1502) lANS
1502 FORMAT(Il)
IF(IANS.EQ.2) GO TO 1530
IF(IANS.EQ.3) GO TO 1540
IF(IANS.EQ.4) GO TO 1550
IF(IANS.EQ.5) GO TO 1560
WRITE (*, 1503) XMH2
1503 FORMAT (2X, 'Old Value of Mean Particle Mass = ',E12.5,
#' Enter New Value [E12.5 FORMAT]')
READ {*,1504) XMH2
1504 FORMAT(E12.5)
GO TO 550
1530 WRITE (*, 1505) XNH2
1505 FORMAT ( 2 X, 'Old Value of Particle Density = ',F8.3,
#' Enter New Value [F8.3 FORMAT]')
READ (*,1506) XNH2
1506 FORMAT(F8.3)
GO TO 550
1540 WRITE (*, 1507) XACCO
1507 FORMAT (2X, ' Fractional Abundance of Accreters = ',E12.5,
#' Enter New Value [E12.5 FORMAT]')
READ (*,1508) XACCO
1508 FORMAT (E12 . 5)
GO TO 550
1550 WRITE (*, 1509) TKIN
1509 FORMAT (2X, ' Kinetic Temperature = ',F6.2,
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#' Enter New Value [F6.2 FORMAT]')
READ (*,1510) TKIN
1510 F0RMAT(F6.2)
GO TO 550
1560 WRITE (*, 1511) VTURB
1511 FORMAT (2X, 'Turbulent Velocity = ',F6.2,
#' Enter New Value [F6.2 FORMAT]')'
READ (*,1512) VTURB
3 512 FORMAT (E12
. 5)
GO TO 550
1600 CONTINUE
WRITE (*, 1601)
1601 FORMAT (2X, 'Which Number?',/)
READ (*, 1602) lANS
1602 FORMAT(Il)
IF(TANS.EQ.2) GO TO 1630
IF (IANS.EQ.3) GO TO 1640
WRITE (*, 1603) RDG
1603 FORMAT (2X, 'Old Value of Dust/Gas Ratio = ',F6.5,
#' Enter New Value [F6.5 FORMAT]')
READ (*,1604) RDG
1604 FORMAT(F6.5)
GO TO G50
1630 WRITE (*, 1605) UBAR
1605 FORMAT (2X, 'Old Value of Radiation Field = ',E12.5,
#' Enter New Value [E12.5 FORMAT]')
READ (*,1606) UBAR
1606 FORMAT(E12.5)
GO TO 650
1640 WRITE (*, 1607) R
1607 FORMAT (2X, 'Old Value of UV/Visual Extinction Ratio = ',F6.2,
#' Enter New Value [F6.2 FORMAT]')
READ (*,1608) R
1608 FORMAT(F6.2)
GO TO 650
1700 CONTINUE
WRITE (*, 1701)
1701 FORMAT (2X, 'Which Number?',/)
READ (*, 1702) lANS
1702 FORMAT(Il)
IF(IANS.EQ.2) GO TO 1730
IF(IANS.EQ.3) GO TO 1740
IF (lANS .EQ. 4) GO TO 1750
IF(IANS.EQ.5) GO TO 1760
IF (lANS . EQ. 6) GO TO 1770
IF(IANS.EQ.7) GO TO 1780
IF(IANS.EQ.8) GO TO 1790
IF(IANS.EQ.9) GO TO 1795
WRITE (*, 1703) AO
1703 FORMAT (2X, ' Old Value of Core Radius = ',F6.3,
#' Enter New Value [F6.3 FORMAT]')
READ (*,1704) AO
1704 FORMAT(F6.3)
GO TO 750
1730 WRITE (*, 1705) RHOO
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1705 FORMAT (2X,' Old Value of Core Density = ',F6 2#' Enter New Value [F6.2 FORMAT]') '
'
READ (*,1706) RHOO
1706 F0RMAT(F6.2)
GO TO 750
1740 WRITE (*, 1707) RHO
1707 FORMAT (2X, 'Old Value of Mantle Density = ',F6.2,
#' Enter New Value [F6.2 FORMAT]')
READ (*,1708) RHO
1708 FORMAT(F6.2)
GO TO 750
1750 WRITE (*, 1709) APRIME
1709 FORMAT (2X, 'Mean Accreter Mass in H2 Units = ',F6.2,
#' Enter New Value [F6.2 FORMAT]')
READ (*,1710) APRIME
1710 FORMAT(F6.2)
GO TO 750
1760 WRITE (*, 1711) GAMMA
1711 FORMAT (2X, 'Coagulation Efficiency Factor = ',F6.2,
#' Enter New Value [F6.2 FORMAT]')
READ (*,1712) GAMMA
1712 FORMAT(F6.2)
GO TO 750
1770 WRITE (*, 1713) ETA
1713 FORMAT (2X, 'Accretion Sticking Efficiency = ',F6.3,
#' Enter New Value [F6.3 FORMAT]')
READ (*,1714) ETA
1714 F0RMAT(F6.3)
GO TO 750
1780 WRITE (*, 1715) H
1715 FORMAT (2X, 'Photodesorption Efficiency = ',E12.5,
#' Enter New Value [E12.5 FORMAT]')
READ (*,1716) H
1716 FORMAT(E12.5)
GO TO 750
1790 WRITE (*, 1717) AV
1717 FORMAT (2X, 'Visual Extinction to Cloud Edge = ',F6.2,
#' Enter New Value [F6.2 FORMAT]')
READ (*,1718) AV
1718 F0RMAT(F6.2)
GO TO 750
1795 WRITE (*, 1719) CZ
1719 FORMAT (2X, 'Coagulation Rate Index = ',F6.3,/,5X,
# ' Enter New Value Greater than 0. [F6.3 FORMAT]:')
READ (*, 1720) CZ
1720 FORMAT(F6.3)
IF(CZ.LT.O.) WRITE (*, 1721)
1721 FORMAT (2X, ///, 2X, 'NO DUMMY ! CZ MUST BE POSITIVE OR ZERO!',
#/, 5X, ' TRY AGAIN ! ! ' )
IF(CZ.LT.O.) GO TO 1795
GO TO 750
1800 CONTINUE
WRITE (*, 1801)
1801 FORMAT (2X, 'Which Number?',/)
READ (*, 1802) lANS
1802 FORMAT(Il)
IF (IANS.EQ.2) GO TO 1830
IF (IANS.EQ.3) GO TO 1840
WRITE (*, 1803) NSTEPS
1803 FORMAT (2X, 'Old Number of Time Steps [<10,001] = ' 18#' Enter New Value [18 FORMAT]') ' '
READ (*,1804) NSTEPS
1804 F0RMAT(I8)
GO TO 850
1830 WRITE (*, 1805) TSTEP
1805 FORMAT (2X, 'Old Value of Time Step [sec] = ',E12.5,
#' Enter New Value [E12.5 FORMAT]')
READ (*,1806) TSTEP
1806 FORMAT (E12. 5)
GO TO 850
1840 WRITE 1807) KWRITE
1807 FORMAT (2X, 'Old Value of Write-to-disk Interval = ',16,
#' Enter New Value [16 FORMAT]')
READ (*, 1808) KWRITE
1808 F0RMAT(I6)
GO TO 850
END
SUBROUTINE SETCLOUD (XMH2 , XNH2 , XACCO , TKIN, VTURB)
XMH2 = 4.0E-24
XNH2 = 1000.
XACCO = 0.001
TKIN = 20.
VTURB =0.1
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SETISM (RDG, UBAR, R)
RDG =0.01
UBAR = 1.22E-13
R = 2.5
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SETMODE (AO , RHOO , RHO, APRIME , GAMMA, ETA, H, AV, CZ
)
AO = 5.
RHOO =1.0
RHO =1.0
APRIME = 9.
GAMMA = 2.
ETA =0.8
H = 1.
AV = 3.5
CZ = 0.0
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SETCALC (NSTEPS, TSTEP, KWRITE)
NSTEPS = 10000
TSTEP = l.Ell
KWRITE =20
RETURN
END
APPENDIX B
Thermal Evaporation
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Thermal Evaporation
This process, resulting in a decrease of the mantle radius, was not
included in our analysis as it is negligible for CO at temperatures
around 14 K where da/dt = 1.91 x lO"^^ cms""*". However, at 20 K it
begins to be of some significance as da/dt = 3.86 x lO"-"-^ cms'"*-.
It is essentially a surface phenomenon which occurs when a surface
molecule gains sufficient energy to overcome its binding energy to the
mantle. A good approximation to the time for a molecule to acquire
such energy is
t.=v^ D/kT (B.l)
th o c gr
12
where = 10 Hz is the vibrational frequency of the lattice
structure. For example, with a binding energy D/k = 1000 K an absorbed
+9
atom will remain on the surface for 5.18 x 10 seconds at 20 K.
There is a somewhat more precise procedure available than used here for
calculating t^^ (Watson 1973) (13) along with table due to (Weast
1974).
The fraction of a monolayer evaporated in one second is l/t^.^^ -
—K/kT
V e . Since the removal of a monolayer decreases the radius
o
_g
by approximately 2 x 10 cm, we have
(da^
= - 2 X lO^e ... (B.2)
dt
evap
52
where T^^. is the grain's surface temperature. The negative
exponential indicates that the rate of evaporation is very sensitive to
temperature.
53
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